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Abstract 

This paper concerns optimal banking contracts in the case of common value, 
that is, where the bank's utility as well as the firm's profit functions depend on 
the state of nature. We assume that an informed bank is strictly risk averse and 
makes a contractual offer to a firm who is risk neutral. According to Laffont and 
Martimort (2002, chapter 9), to avoid the difficult issues of signaling, we assume that 
the bank makes his contractual offer before he learns the state of nature 0. This 
paper has pointed out that the firm's wealth constraint as well as risk preferences of 
both parties play an important role in financial contracting. When the firm is wealth 
constrained, an upward distortion for the lending is obtained in efficient state 01 . On 
the contrary, when the firm is not wealth constrained, a downward distortion for the 
lending is obtained in inefficient state 0o. Different conclusions are reached, though, 
if the bank as well as the firm is risk neutral. That is, no allocative inefficiency is 
obtained in the case of the wealth-unconstrained firm, while allocative inefficiency is 
still obtained in the case of the wealth-constrained firm. 

Keywords: Common value, informed principal, wealth constraint, risk preference, 
banking contracts. 

1 Introduction 
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This paper concerns optimal banking contracts designed by the informed bank. Two 

problems of hidden information have been distinguished. One is the screening problem1 

and the other the signaling problem. 2 In the context of financial contracting the first 

problem refers to a situation where the uninformed bank makes a contractual offer to the 

informed firm. That is, the information about the profitability of the firm's investment 

is hidden from the bank. The second problem refers to the opposite situation where the 

informed bank makes a contractual offer to the uninformed firm. That is, the information 

about the efficiency of the bank's lending is hidden from the firm. 

1The screening problem was first formally analyzed by Mirrlees (1971). For the literature on this 
problem see Bolton and Dewatripont (2005, chapter 2), Laffont and Martimort (2002, chapters 2 and 3), 
and Salanie (2005, chapters 2 and 3). 

2The classic example of a signaling problem is the model of education as a signal by Spence (1973, 
1974). For the literature on this problem see Bolton and Dewatripont (2005, chapter 3), Laffont and 
Martimort (2002, chapter 9), and Salanie (2005, chapter 4). 
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We focus on optimal banking contracts in the case of common value, that is, where 

the bank's utility as well as the firm's profit functions depend on the state of nature. We 

assume that an informed bank is strictly risk averse and makes a contractual offer to a 

firm who is risk neutral.3 According to Laffont and Martimort (2002, chapter 9), to avoid 

the difficult issues of signaling, we assume that the bank makes his contractual offer before 

he learns the state of nature 0. The timing of this ex ante contracting is as follows: 

• t = 0: The bank offers a contract. 

• t = 1: The firm accepts or refuses the contract. 

• t = 2: The bank discovers his type 0. 

• t = 3: The contract is executed. 

As the theory of incomplete contracts mentions, the firm's wealth constraint plays an 

important part in financial contracting.4 In this paper as well as in Laffont and Martimort 

(2002, chapter 9), we analyze two cases: one where the firm is wealth constrained and the 

firm's ex post participation constraints are assumed; the other where the firm is not wealth 

constrained and the firm's ex ante participation constraint is assumed.5 

The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 gives a fundamental setup of 

the model. Section 3 presents the optimal first-best contracts as a benchmark for the 

analysis. Section 4 analyzes the case with the wealth-constrained firm under asymmetric 

information. It is shown for this case that an upward distortion for the lending is obtained 

in efficient state. Section 5 examines the case with the wealth-unconstrained firm under 

asymmetric information. It is shown for this case that a downward distortion for the 

lending is obtained in inefficient state. Different conclusions are reached, though, if the 

bank as well as the firm is risk neutral. The systematic differences are also explained in 

Section 5. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the main findings. 

3On the contrary, in Laffont and Martimort (2002, chapter 9) it has been assumed that the informed 
principal is risk neutral and that the agent is strictly risk averse. In this paper we consider a case where 
in financial contracting a lender is relatively risk averse when compared with a borrower. 

4Financial contracting has been a fruitful application of incomplete contract theory, following the 
contributions of Aghion and Bolton (1992), Bolton and Scharfstein (1990), and Hart and Moore (1989, 
1994, 1998). See for example Bolton and Dewatripont (2005, part IV) for incomplete contract theory. 

5 For ex post and ex ante (or interim) participation constraints see Cremer and McLean (1985, 1988), 
McAfee and Reny (1992), and Neeman (2004). 
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2 Setup 

The informed principal is a lender ( or a bank) who provides a loan of size l to a borrower 

(or a firm). The cost of providing a loan of size l is C(l, 0) for which we assume that 

C(0, 0) = 0, C1(l, 0) > 0 for l > 0, Cz(0, 0) = 0, Cu(l, 0) > 0 for l ?". 0, and the Spence

Mirrlees property Cw(l, 0) < 0 for l > 0 are satisfied. The firm's repayment to the bank 

is r. Since the bank makes a profit r - l - C(l, 0), he has thus a utility function V = 

v(r-c(l, 0)) where c(l, 0) = l+C(l, 0) is the gross cost oflending and v(-) is some increasing 

and strictly concave utility function (v' > 0,v" < 0 with v(0) = 0). The firm makes a 

profit U = 0l - r where 0l is the gross return of investment with l units of loan. We 

normalize the both parties' outside opportunity levels of utility to 0. The parameter 0 

is the marginal (gross) return of investment drawn from 0 = { 00 , 0i} with respective 

probabilities p and 1 - p. A party with 00 is an inefficient type and a party with 01 an 

efficient type. We assume that 0 > 1, that is, the gross return of investment with l units 

of loan must always be strictly greater than the units of loan, 0l > l. The Spence-Mirrlees 

property Cw(l, 0) < 0 means that the higher 0 leads to the lower marginal cost of lending. 

According to the revelation principle, there is no loss of generality in restricting the 

bank to offer direct revelation mechanisms of the kind { ( 10 , r 0 ); ( li, ri)}. For further refer

ences we let Ro = r0 - c(l0 , 00 ) and R 1 = r 1 - c(li, 01 ) denote the bank's information rents 

in both states of nature. For notational simplicity let V0 = v(Ro) and Vi = v(R1 ). We can 

replace the menu of contracts { ( 10 , r 0 ); (l 1 , r 1 )} by the menu of contracts { ( 10 , Ro); ( li, R i)} 

to perform the optimization of the bank's problem. 

The bank being informed of his type ex post, any contract that he offers at the ex ante 

stage must satisfy the following incentive compatibility constraints of the bank: 

Ro?". R1 - <!>(li), 

R1 ?". Ro+ <!>(lo), 

(ico) 

(ici) 

where <!>(l) = C(l, 00 ) - C(l, 01 ). Because of the assumptions made on C(·), <!>(l) increases 

with units of loan <I>' > 0 for l > 0, and satisfies <1>(0) = 0, <1>'(0) = 0. Summing these 

two incentive compatibility constraints and using that <I>' ?". 0, we obtain the monotonicity 

condition 

(1) 

We assume that the firm is wealth constrained and does not have the financial resources 

to meet the repayments more than the gross returns of investment. Therefore, the firm's 
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participation constraint is written as a pair of ex post participation constraints, one for 

each state of nature: 

0olo - c(lo, 0o) - Ro 2". 0, 

01li - c(l1, 01) - R1 2': 0. 

In section 5, we will consider the case where the firm is not wealth constrained. 

In what follows, we can neglect the bank's ex ante participation constraint and assume 

that the bank makes a take-it-or-leave-it offer to the firm, because the bank has all the 

bargaining power at the ex ante stage when the contract is offered. The bank's optimization 

problem is 

Problem! 

max pv(Ro) + (1 - p)v(R1) 
{(lo.Ro); (11 ,Ri)} 

(2) 

subject to (ico), (ic1), (pc0 ), and (pc1). 

Indeed, the bank must maximize his ex ante payoff subject to the firm's participation 

constraints and to his own incentive compatibility constraints, ensuring that ex post, that 

is, once he has learned the state of nature, he will truthfully reveal this state of nature. 

3 Symmetric Information 

As a benchmark, let us consider the case of symmetric information. Under symmetric 

information - that is, knowing 0 - the bank would solve 

max r- - c(l- 0-) 'l i, 'l 

{li,r;} 

subject to Ui = 0ili - ri 2". 0. The solution of this problem is 

or l = z!b > 0 
1,- 'l ' 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

That is, the marginal return of investment, 0i, must be equal to the marginal cost of 

lending, c1(li,0i)- The firm receives no rent, because the bank has all the bargaining 

power at the ex ante stage. The Spence-Mirrlees property Cw = cw < 0 ensures that the 

monotonicity condition always holds for the first-best loan, that is, z[b < z{b. 
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r Vo=v(r -c(l, Bo)) 

~ 

0 

Figure 1: First-Best Contracts with an Informed Bank 

According to Laffont and Martimort (2002, chapter 9), in order to make the problem 

interesting, we assume that the incentive compatibility constraint (ic0 ) is not satisfied by 

the first-best allocation. Using (5), this occurs if 

which holds if 

(6) 

We have presented the optimal first-best contracts Afb and Bfb, offered in the states 

of nature 00 and 01 , respectively, in figure 1. Note that the Spence-Mirrlees property 

Cw = c10 < 0 ensures that the indifference curve of the 00-type of the bank crosses the 

indifference curve of the 01-type of the bank only once and then has a steeper slope, as in 

figure 1. A higher level of the bank's utility is obtained when the isoutility curve moves 
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in the northwest direction. 

4 Asymmetric Information and a Wealth-Constrained 
Firm 

Let us move now to the case of asymmetric information, where only the bank knows the 

value of 0. By moving from Afb to Bfb when state 00 realizes, the bank can increase his 

expected profit. On the contrary, the bank never wants to offer Afb when he should offer 

Bfb in state 01 . 

The previous analysis suggests that (ic0) is the relevant incentive compatibility con

straint in problem I when (6) holds. To maximize expected payoff (2) under (ic0 ), (ic1), 

(pc0 ), and (pc1), we momentarily neglect (ic1), and we later check that the solution of 

the maximization under (ico), (pc0), and (pc1) satisfies (ic1). Denoting the multipliers of 

(ic0 ), (pc0 ), and (pc1), by 'Y, Ao, and A1 , respectively, and optimizing with respect to 10 , 

11, Ro, and R 1 yields 

Ao[Bo - c1(lo, Bo)] = 0, 

A1[B1 -ci(l;,01)] +1<l>'(l;) = 0, 

pv'(R~) - Ao+"(= 0, 

(1 - p)v'(R;) - A1 - "I= 0, 

where {(l0, R0); (li, Ri)} is the second-best allocation. 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

If 'Y = 0 held, (9) and (10) would, respectively, suggest that Ao > 0 and A1 > 0, 

which, together with 'Y = 0, would yield the first-best allocation by (7) and (8). However, 

according to the assumption (6) the incentive compatibility constraint (ic0) is not satisfied 

by the first-best allocation. Hence, 'Y > 0. As expected, the bank's incentive compatibility 

constraint (ic0 ) is binding. (9) implies that Ao > 0 which combines with (7) to yield 

Bo = C/ Uo, Bo) or lo = l(/. Because the monotonicity condition ( 1) implies that li 2': lo, we 

get li > 0. (8) and li > 0 imply that A1 [01 - c1(li,01 )] = -1<l>'(ln < 0 to yield >-i > 0 

and 01 < c1 (li, 01) which implies that li > l{b since c( ·) is strictly convex. Consequently, 

we have 

"f > 0, Ao > 0, A1 > 0, and 

l* - 1fb < 1fb < l* o- 0 1 1· 
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Note that using c1(l1,01 ) > 01 , the Spence-Mirrlees property C10 = c10 < 0 implies that 

Using (8), (9), and (10), we obtain 

(l-p)v'(Ri)[B1 -cz(li,01)] 
"'f= 01-c1(li,Bo) ' 

(11) 

>. _ '(R*) (l-p)v'(Rn[01-cz(l1,01)] 
o - pv o + 0 - (l* 0 ) ' 

1 C/ 1, 0 
(12) 

(13) 

Because "Y > 0, >.0 > 0, and >.1 > 0 imply that the constraints (ico), (pc0 ), and (pc1 ) 

are binding at the optimum, we have 

Rf = Ra + <I>(li), 

Ra = 0ol[6 - c(l[6 ' Bo), 

Rf= Bili -c(lf,01)-

Ra is straightforwardly given by (pc~), and 11 is determined by 

Finally Ri is determined by (pci). (ic~) and Zi > 0 imply that Ri > Ra. 

(ic~) 

(pc~) 

(pci) 

Note that the neglected constraint (ic1 ) is satisfied by this solution. Using (ic~), (ic1 ) 

can be rewritten as 

0 2: <I>(Z66 ) - <I>(li), 

which is true since l{/ < li and <I>' > 0 for Z > 0. 

We can summarize our findings in proposition l. 

(14) 

Proposition 1: Assume that the firm is risk neutral and is wealth constrained and that 

the informed bank is strictly risk averse and makes the contractual offer at the ex ante 

stage. Then, the optimal contract entails the following: 

l. Both the firm's ex post participation constraints in both states and the bank's incen

tive compatibility constraint in state Bo are binding. 

2. No loan distortion for the lending that is obtained when Bo realizes la= l[6 • 
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r 

V/h=v(r -c(l, 0o)) 

0 

Figure 2: Incentive Compatible Contracts with a Wealth-Constrained Firm 

3. An upward distortion for the lending that is obtained when 01 realizes li > z{b, 
where 

(15) 

To understand the results of proposition 1, note that the bank's incentive compati

bility constraint (ico) in state 0o is more easily satisfied when Ro increases, R 1 decreases 

and li increases with respect to the symmetric information optimal contract. Since only 

the incentive compatibility constraint (ic0 ) is binding, there is no need to distort the 

lending when state 00 realizes. Under asymmetric information as well as under complete 

information, the firm's payoff is zero in each state of nature. 

These results are represented graphically in figures 2 and 3. Keeping the same loans 

as under symmetric information but increasing (respectively decreasing) the bank's payoff 

when 00 (respectively 01 ) realizes, could the bank offer the incentive compatible menu of 
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r 

C Bo! -r=O 

0 !{' 

Figure 3: Second-best Contracts with a Wealth-Constrained Finn 

contracts (A, B) to the wealth-constrained firm? 

This menu is incentive compatible because the bank is indifferent between contracts 

A and B in state 00 and strictly prefers B to A in state 01 . However, this menu is not 

acceptable to the firm, because the firm's ex post participation constraint (pc0 ) does not 

hold when 00 realizes. Slightly decreasing r0 , that is, moving from A to A*, while moving 

from B to B* on the indifferent curve of the bank in state 00 , which goes through A*, 

increases ( respectively decreases) the firm's ex post payoff to zero when 00 ( respectively 01 ) 

realizes. Doing so creates an efficiency loss, because z{b is maximizing allocative efficiency. 

This distortion is finally optimal for the pair of contracts (A*, B*). Moreover, l{ is the 

loan closest to l{b on the zero-profit line of the firm in state 01 , such that the bank's 

incentive compatibility constraint in state 00 remains satisfied. 



5 Asymmetric Information and a Wealth
Unconstrained Firm 

Let us now assume that the firm is not wealth constrained. The ex post participation 

constraints (pc0 ) and (pc1 ) can be replaced by the ex ante participation constraint: 

(pc) 

Let us consider two cases in turn: one where the bank is strictly risk averse; the other 

where the bank is risk neutral. 

5.1 The Case of a Strictly Risk-Averse Bank 

The bank's optimization problem is now 

Problem II 

max pv(Ro) + (1 - p)v(R1) 
{(lo,Ro); (!i,R1)} 

(16) 

subject to (ico), (ic1 ), and (pc). 

To maximize expected payoff (16) under (ic0 ), (ic1), and (pc), we momentarily neglect 

(ic0 ), and we later check that the solution of the maximization under (ic1 ) and (pc) satisfies 

(ico)- Denoting the multipliers of (ic1) and (pc), by,\ andµ, respectively, and optimizing 

with respect to lo, li, Ro, and R1 yields 

-,\<l>'(l0) + µp[0o - ci(l0, 0o)] = 0, 

µ(1 - p)[01 - ci(li, 01)] = 0, 

pv'(R0) - ,\ - µp = 0, 

(1- p)v'(Rr) + ,\ - µ(1 - p) = 0. 

Summing (19) and (20), we obtain 

µ = pv'(R0) + (1 - p)v'(Ri) > 0. 

Hence (pc) is necessarily binding at the optimum. 

Substituting (21) into (19), we get 

,\ = p(l - p)[v'(R0) - v'(Ri)]. 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 
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Because v(·) is strictly concave,>. is positive if and only if R0 < Ri.6 

Sinceµ> 0, >. > 0, and <I>'(l0) > 0, (17) and (18), respectively, implies 

0o - ~<I>'(lo) = ci(lo, 0o), 
pµ 

and 

01 = ci(l~,01). 

Because c(·) is strictly convex, <I>'(l0) > 0 and z{/ < z{b, we obtain 

z* < zib < zib - z* 0 0 1 - 1· 

25 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

Note that the neglected constraint (ico) is satisfied by this solution. Because (ic1) is 

binding at the optimum, (ic0 ) can be rewritten as 

(26) 

which is true since l0 < z[b from (25) and <I>' > 0 for l > 0. 

Lastly, it is easy to check that the firm gets a negative payoff when 0o occurs and a 

positive payoff when 01 realizes instead. 7 

We can summarize our findings in proposition 2. 

Proposition 2: Assume that the firm is risk neutral and is not wealth constrained and 

that the informed bank is strictly risk averse and makes the contractual offer at the ex 

ante stage. Then, the optimal contract entails the following: 

1. Both the firm's ex ante participation constraint and the bank's incentive compatibility 

constraint in state 01 are binding. 

2. No loan distortion for the lending that is obtained when 01 realizes li = z{b. 
6 Let us check that R0 <Rt.If l0 = 0, (17), 4>1(0) = 0, andµ> 0 would imply that 0o = c1(l0,0o) or 

l/j = z{/ > 0. Hence, we have l/j > 0 and are not in the case of a contract with shutdown. If R;'j 2': Rt, 
(ic1) would imply that O 2': Rt - R0 2': 4>(l/j) which conflicts with !0 > 0 because of the assumptions made 
on 4> ( ·). Therefore, we have R/j < Ri. 

7Using the expression obtained when (ici) is binding, we obtain 

01li - ri - (0ol/i - ro) = 01l{b - 0olo - c(l{b, 01) + c(lo, 01) 

1• 1fb 
= f O (01 -0o)dl + f 1 [01 -ez(l,01)]dl > 0, lo 110 

which is true since 01 > 0o and 01 > ez(l, 01) for all l E [0, l{b). Because (pc) is binding, we have 

0ol0 - r0 < 0 < 01li - ri. 
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3. A downward distortion for the lending that is obtained when 00 realizes l0 < z{/, 
where 

0 _ (1 - p)[v'(R0) - v'(Ri)]4>'(l0) _ (l* 0 ) 
0 pv'(Ro) + (1 - p)v'(Ri) - Cz o, 0 . 

(27) 

r 
~I -r<O 

V/6=v(r -c(l, I@ 

0 

Figure 4: Incentive Compatible Contracts with a Wealth-Unconstrained Firm 

These results are represented graphically in figures 4 and 5. Keeping the same loans 

as under symmetric information but increasing (respectively decreasing) the bank's payoff 

when 00 (respectively 01 ) realizes, the bank could offer the incentive compatible menu of 

contracts (A, B). 

This menu is incentive compatible because the bank is indifferent between contracts A 

and Bin state 01 and strictly prefers A to Bin state 00 • However, this menu imposes too 

much risk on the bank. Slightly decreasing r 1 , that is, moving from B to B*, while moving 
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from A to A* on the indifference curve of the bank in state 01 , which goes through B*, 

decreases risk and still preserves incentive compatibility ( see figure 5). Doing so creates 

an efficiency loss, because z{/ is maximizing allocative efficiency. This distortion is finally 

optimal for the pair of contracts (A*, B *). 

r 

Vo=v(r -c(l, Bo)) 

rt ......... . 

Ii;= v( r -c(l, 01) 

ro*t;;;;;;;;;;;;:;,;;;~~-

0 lri 

Bo! -r=O 
C 

Figure 5: Second-best Contracts with a Wealth-Unconstrained Firm 

5.2 The Case of a Risk-Neutral Bank 

Let us assume that the bank is risk neutral. Then v'(x) = 1 for all x, and (22) suggests 

that ,\ = 0. Indeed, with risk neutrality, the first-best outcome can still be implemented 

by the informed bank. To see that, consider the following information rents of the bank: 

R{} = p[0ol(i6 - c(l(i6 , 0o)] + (1 - p)[01l{6 - c(l{6, 01)] - (1 - p)iJ?(Z{6 ), (28) 

R{6 = p[0ol(i6 - c(l(i6 , 0o)] + (1 - p)[01z{6 - c(z{6, 01)] + piJ?(l{6 ). (29) 
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It is easy to check that (ic0 ), (ic1), and (pc) are all satisfied by these information rents 

of the bank. As a result, the bank's incentive compatibility constraints do not conflict 

with the firm's participation constraint when the firm is not wealth constrained and the 

bank is risk neutral. Therefore, we can conclude that ex ante contracting never entails any 

allocative inefficiency when both parties are risk neutral under the case where the firm is 

not wealth constrained. 8 

On the contrary, it is easy to check by setting v'(x) = 1 for all x in section 4 that ex 

ante contracting still entails allocative inefficiency when both agents are risk neutral under 

the case where the firm is wealth constrained. 9 

6 Conclusions 

This paper has examined optimal banking contracts using a simple example. It has pointed 

out that the firm's wealth constraint as well as risk preferences of both parties play an 

important role in financial contracting. If we assume that the firm is risk neutral and 

is wealth constrained and that the informed bank is strictly risk averse and makes the 

contractual offer at the ex ante stage, then the optimal contract entails the following: 

1. Both the firm's ex post participation constraints in both states and the bank's incen

tive compatibility constraint in inefficient state 00 are binding. 

2. No loan distortion for the lending that is obtained when inefficient state 0o realizes 

l* - z!b 
0 - 0 • 

3. An upward distortion for the lending that is obtained when efficient state 01 realizes 

li > z{b. 

On the contrary, if we assume that the firm is not wealth constrained, then the optimal 

contract entails the following: 

9). 

1. Both the firm's ex ante participation constraint and the bank's incentive compatibility 

constraint in state 01 are binding. 

2. No loan distortion for the lending that is obtained when 01 realizes li = z{b. 

3. A downward distortion for the lending that is obtained when 0o realizes l0 < z{/. 
8This result is consistent with one of the case of risk neutrality of Laffont and Martimort (2002, chapter 

9This result is consistent with one of the case of infinite risk aversion of Laffont and Martimort (2002, 
chapter 9). 
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Finally, different conclusions are reached, if the bank as well as the firm is risk neutral. 

That is, no allocative inefficiency is obtained in the case of the wealth-unconstrained firm, 

while allocative inefficiency is still obtained in the case of the wealth-constrained firm. 
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